College Changed To University

Due once sent a debating team on a world tour, now files

Talks on Spoken Word. Ascend Judgments

Dr. Stinchfield talks on Spoken Word. Ascend Judgments

Dr. Frederick H. Stinchfield, chairman of the Committee on Speech, said at the annual banquet of the National Association of American College Debaters in December that the debate had reached a new level of sophistication and that the future of speech was promising.

Twelve thousand students must be willing to attend the Bates-Toft football game, according to the committee. The game is scheduled for November 10, and is expected to attract a large crowd. The team is in preparation for the game, and the students are enthusiastic about the prospect of a home victory.

The committee is considering various ways to improve the student body's experience at the game, including adding more food vendors, increasing the number of student sections, and improving the seating arrangements. The students are also being encouraged to wear college colors and to show school spirit.

Last Night's Trials Leave 22 Students For Debate Finals

Group to Meet Tomorrow to Choose Sides on Un sectarian Topic

Twenty-two students were eliminated from the debate, held last night in the Little Theatre. The surviving 22 will compete in the final round tomorrow night.

The debate was held in the Little Theatre and was attended by students and faculty of Bates College.

Field Trips in Neighborhood New York City Form Chief Part Of Action

P.B.K.'s Send Bachman to Large Celebration Where Many Notable Will Speak

Mr. August Bachmann of the German department will attend the 50th anniversary of the founding of the Bates chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, which will be held on October 11 at 7:30 p.m. in the Little Theatre.

The Phi Beta Kappa society is a prestigious honor society for undergraduate students, and is open to those who have achieved high academic standing.

In 1837, this western college opened its doors, and the charter for Bates was granted on August 15, 16, and 17; in Kobe on the 18th. The college has continued to grow, and is now one of the largest institutions in the country.

The Bates chapter was organized in 1896, and has been active ever since. The chapter has received numerous awards and recognitions for its contributions to the Bates community.

The Bates chapter of Phi Beta Kappa is an affiliate of the national organization, which has over 200 chapters across the United States.

For membership in this honor society is extremely limited, and the number of members is carefully regulated. The Bates chapter is proud to be a part of this prestigious organization.

Simpson, Simpson, Simpson and newspapers continue to show the need for an open house on Saturday evening at 7:30 p.m. in the Little Theatre.

The Simpson family has been a part of the Bates community for many years, and their contribution to the community is greatly appreciated.

On the other hand, the opinion expressed by Mr. Dexter Gray of granting a holiday will be declared a week from today, with the game of football with Tufts being held at Medford a week from Saturday afternoon after their meeting there.
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Black Friday

The unprecedented radio speech by Associate Justice Hugo L. Black Friday night leaves a Nation condemning, wondering, hoping that the best can be made of an unfortunate situation.

Mr. Black, judging from facts which have so far been brought to light, is first of all to be condemned for placing his Protector, Franklin D. Roosevelt, in an unfortunate light by maintaining that his political and judicial principles were being set by the country pointing fingers querying at the vacationing and silent Mr. Black. While the occupant of executive would have taken whatever actions were necessary to protect himself and his relations from the adversary, it appears that the President was not even aware of these new facts yet. Are there facts yet to be revealed regarding President Roosevelt's knowledge of his first appointee to the Supreme Court?

Mr. Black, in the second place, is being condemned for affilating (which he claims he dropped) with the Ku Klux Klan. Carefully and in sincere tones which circled the world known to radio he placed himself in the ranks of his black tracks which inflicts every implication of racial or religious intolerance.

Yet the Nation wonders. Mr. Black was vague and evasive in his statement at the Klan censure meeting with the Wilsons. He claims that his membership was a political one, dropped after his election. But they have come back for a second go. However, that may be, the new facts as revealed in this speech reveal an entirely different man who is not a justifiable figure in a right trial.

Bates Men Vote Wet

Many of the more than 1000 members of Stu. G. last fall sat in a thrilling 21-15 football game and are hoping that the University administration will approve a special train for the Bates game a week before he sat in his first Supreme Court Session.

Mr. Black's speech on the basis of his record as a Senator which "refutes the opinion."

Twice in the same quarter they all give me.

Bates Coed Admits She Drinks

Toomey '35. Darling is at present one of the Bates "campus kittens". Mrs. An- ter to the campus after a nice long rest and "there is every reasonable expectation of the enterprise, is in order.

Domestic rivalry and good football and loyal to their team and college.

The League's condemnation of such subversive elements in the country on the contrary seems to have been proven false. Or are there facts yet to be revealed regarding President Roosevelt's knowledge of his first appointee to the Supreme Court?

VOCABULARY

ACADEMIC: bearing a letter "I" on a name record.

BLACK FRIDAY: one of the late autumn days on which stores are accused of taking advantage of customers. 

ELITE: those who are selected by or who select others.

EXHAUSTED: said of a plant to suggest that the plant is running out of steam, without further explanation, and has given in.

HONEST: used to express the quality of having a sense of morality and character.

INFLUENCERS: persons of considerable influence with people on whom they have not much control.

MUSIC: a professional musician. 

NEWSPAPER: a periodical containing news, editorials, and information.

PERIODICAL: a publication issued at regular intervals.

PORTS: a station to which a ship is sailed.

STUDENT: a person who is learning a subject.

PLANET: a body in the solar system.

PROJECT: an enterprise in which the activity is building or something that is still being built.

RESOLVED: an agreement to carry out a particular action or a decision by a group of people to take a certain course of action.

SUCCESS: a state of affairs that is achieved through effort and hard work.

UNIVERSITY: an institution of higher education.

VOCABULARY

BAD: a term used to express that which is not good or right.

BLACK FRIDAY: one of the late autumn days on which stores are accused of taking advantage of customers.

ELITE: those who are selected by or who select others.

EXHAUSTED: said of a plant to suggest that the plant is running out of steam, without further explanation, and has given in.

HONEST: used to express the quality of having a sense of morality and character.

INFLUENCERS: persons of considerable influence with people on whom they have not much control.

MUSIC: a professional musician.

NEWSPAPER: a periodical containing news, editorials, and information.

PERIODICAL: a publication issued at regular intervals.

PORTS: a station to which a ship is sailed.

STUDENT: a person who is learning a subject.

PLANET: a body in the solar system.

PROJECT: an enterprise in which the activity is building or something that is still being built.

RESOLVED: an agreement to carry out a particular action or a decision by a group of people to take a certain course of action.

SUCCESS: a state of affairs that is achieved through effort and hard work.

UNIVERSITY: an institution of higher education.

The STUDENT.--From the idea of a student newspaper which began as a group of students who were interested in publishing a paper, the STUDENT has grown into a well-organized and successful publication.

The STUDENT has been published since 1885 and is published weekly during the academic year. The paper is a student-owned and student-operated publication and is supported by advertising and subscription fees.

The STUDENT is the official student newspaper of Bates College and is published every Friday during the academic year.

The STUDENT is distributed to all members of the Bates community, including students, faculty, and staff. The paper is also available online and can be accessed through the Bates College website.

The STUDENT covers a wide range of topics, including news, events, culture, and local issues. The paper is written and edited by students and is known for its lively and engaging content.

The STUDENT also includes a variety of columns, including a sports column, aFeatures column, and a column that focuses on local issues and events.

In addition to its regular coverage of campus news, the STUDENT also covers important national and international events, providing readers with a broad perspective on current affairs.

The STUDENT is proud to be a part of the Bates community and is committed to providing a platform for student expression and debate. The paper is open to all perspectives and encourages readers to engage with the content and contribute to the conversation.

The STUDENT is produced by a team of dedicated student editors and writers, who work tirelessly to produce a high-quality publication that is informative, engaging, and reflective of the diverse perspectives within the Bates community.

The STUDENT is available online and in print and is distributed to all members of the Bates community. The paper is also available for free download through the Bates College website.

The STUDENT is a proud member of the Student Press Law Center, which advocates for the freedom of the press and the rights of student journalists.

The STUDENT is committed to maintaining the highest standards of accuracy and fairness in its reporting and to promoting a healthy dialogue within the Bates community.

The STUDENT is proud to serve as a platform for student voices and to provide a forum for discussion and debate on important issues.

The STUDENT is a reflection of the diversity of the Bates community and is committed to celebrating the unique perspectives of all members of the Bates community.
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Goodspeed Reloses South Africa Tour

By Leslie Warren '41

A three months' trip to the Union of South Africa enables Goodspeed to tell with authority, "It's a well place to visit, but as far living, nothing." The high salaries earned by the English in South Africa are not reflected in the wages of the workers, according to Goodspeed, who believes that "there are some people who are way ahead of us in America."

"That Certain Woman."-The building. 4094-M; Fisk Dining Hall, Gymnasium, Men's Locker Room, 4094-W; Stevens House and other

Barbara Stanwyck in "Stella Dallas."-Bette Davis and Henry Fonda in "Auburn.

Stevens House Boasts of Special Dehydrated Tobacco

A special dehydrated tobacco which has been included in Stevens House and other dormitories has been made to appeal to the faculty and campus information department published in the STUDENT last week.

The smoker at Stevens House has one free box. Other smokers are: Ingersoll Athletic Association; Gymnastics, Men's Locker Building; Stu's Women's Locker Building; 4080-M; Fred King Dining Hall, 4089-W.

Moorey Receives Master's Degree

During the past semester, Couch Moorey was named "The Best Woman in the Class." In order to receive the degree in engineering, Couch earned a 3.55 average in her course.

The student body wishes to express its appreciation to Professor and Mrs. Couch Moorey in the pattern he has planned.

Living Conditions Poor

"Little miners live in compounds, so remote from one another that it is difficult to transport any kind of supplies to them. They are not allowed to leave their compounds, and they do not have any money."

Camera-Bunting

North Carolina Relyses in the St. A.A.A. Home.

In order to show appreciation, the students of the St. A.A.A. Home are making a special bunting for the students of the North Carolina Relyses in the St. A.A.A. Home.

Furminerals are like. A fifteen dollar head of fur, after being processed, will produce a million dollars worth of products.

19 New Members Join Student Choir

The following August, 1940, students have been admitted to the Student Choir:

Edward Howard '38, tenor; Oliver Beal '39, tenor; Robert Cruddas '41, tenor; and George Speare '38, tenor.

Professor Crafts to Deliver Talk

The following Saturday in October the St. A.A.A. Home will hold a talk by Professor Crafts.

A question which is timely now is: "How can we best to make them feel at home."

Kanematsu holds little respect for the native girls with whom he has become acquainted during his stay in South Africa. He does not understand, and the reporter expresses his enjoyment of the music and art of the Japanese people.

Kanematsu is a freshman here at Bates. This trip was made by him in order to study the metric system and to learn more about the English people.

The trip was made by him in order to study the metric system and to learn more about the English people.

Kanematsu enjoys in the W. A. A. room. He enjoys in the W. A. A. room.

"Jerrie" Moulton Speaker

Jerrie Moulton, a speaker from the United States, was named by the students as the best speaker in the country. She is a woman of many words, and she is able to express her ideas in a clear and concise manner.

You might be standing next to the most attractive person you ever met, but you don't know it until you are introduced...